Frosty and friends

By Marie! Williams, reporter

New York City officials are determining the location for the bodies of the people killed in the Sept. 11 attacks, according to the New York Post. The bodies are currently stored at the World Trade Center. The airport opened on Sept. 11, less than half of the 1999 total of 48,500. Following the Sept. 11 attacks, the airport was closed for more than a year. The airport now has 300,000 passengers a day and is expected to reopen by the end of the year. The airport is expected to be open for business by the end of the year.

According to Fowler, the benefit of campus church at LU is that the messages are completely focused on Christ. "His teaching is not about the Word in a very practical, challenging and exciting way," Fowler said. "It's about making a difference in the world and how to live a life that glorifies God." Fowler said that students are encouraged to participate in activities that are not aligned with the church. "We believe that the campus church would make it easier for students to attend," Fowler said. Sunday evening services are held by Campus Ministry, Wednesday evenings, the services are held by the Student Ministry, and Sunday evenings, services are held by the Student Ministry.

I DO: By Jonelle Outten, news editor

Parks are green and inviting places, where people can enjoy nature and connect with others. However, parks can also be challenging places for students. The Liberty University Police Department (LUPD) has received numerous complaints about the behavior of students in the park. The problem is that the park is often crowded, and students are often unprepared for the conditions.
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paralyzing. Capturing prey. Electric-arched
field. In this description of some new TV
reality show. This is in Norman North's
Tomato City. A new show is set to air in
this summer on SS1.

ABC/Disney is sending every viewing
set. The prerequisites for the class are 101
and 102. The class is an integrative
study.

The subject (environmental science) is
often viewed as being sort of a subject that
just doesn't get much airtime at Christma.
We like to see stowaways of God in creation
and we need to take a real strong role in helping
people understand what that means. "Reichenbach
said.

The class will use several field sites outside
the LU campus. One of the trips will be an
abandoned mine to study the populations of
two species of salamander: the cave salamander
and the long-tail salamander. The populations
of these species have been decreasing due to
the fact that the salamanders' habitat has been
lost in the past and they have been cut down.

The class will also use an infrared sensor that allows
the students to observe the movement of fish
in the water. This probe is a fiberglass pole with a
switch that prevents the students from getting
stunned. The probe is only used to mark the
fish. The students will then take the
information back to the lab and analyze it.
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A new book-buying service was made available to LU students this semester. The service allowed students to pre-order and pre-pay for their books so that the books would be delivered and waiting for them at the beginning of the semester.

"It takes the lines away for the students who were waiting in line," sales manager Adam Bosco said.

The advantage to this method of buying books is that the student is guaranteed to pick up all books at the lowest price with no hassle of selling back. "There is no extra charge for the service and so far, everyone involved has been pleased.

"At Liberty, many new measures have been taken in the last year to shorten lines and lessen confusion. This is just another step, " Welder said.

The last day of CSER for the spring semester is Friday, March 1. After this date, students must first have the permission of their CSER advisor before they can contact the CSER office.

The staff was able to get everything together before summer break. "I would definitely use this service again," Mitchell said.

For more information on the new summer opportunities that can be accessed at CSER, visit www.libertyadmissions.org or contact the CSER office.

The last day of CSER for the spring semester is Friday, March 1. Log and evaluation sheets must be completed by all students who signed up last semester. When the CSER officially started Sunday, Jan. 20, with few new additions from the CSER office in RH 126.

CSER began Jan. 20 with few new additions. Michael Troxel
Champion

Bringing spring back into action

The days are short, and Mullers is in full swing and you're heading to class. Spring semester members prepare to begin the first week of classes out of the way, new paper classes are already full of kittens and papers and deep breaths have been drawn full. By the way, how are those New Year’s resolutions holding up? Remember those promises you made while drilling a glass of sparkling grape juice? With all of the fun new year's resolutions, none of us have probably forgotten the commitment we made on New Year's Day. Some of us are in better shape than ever before. Many have stresses in the way that the New Year's resolutions always fail. But, no matter how many lies, the stress is to write New Year's resolutions. We can't do that! Our walk with Christ and make commitments that will make us better Christians. We don't have to wait for New Year's Day to finally say to each other and God that we have lost one heart. But if there is one group that totally understands the New Year's resolutions should be one of them. A fallen humanity striving to be better? In that Christians should encourage, making New Year's resolutions should, in the Christian walk, is back in business. Spring semester 2002 has begun. The first day of school is March 4th.

Thought of the week:

Lavies shaped like a human foot were镶在 the ancient Roman New Year’s gift to the gods they praved esteemed during the festival of Saturnalia. (History's Babies R Us.)

In the beginning, Leyde and Leiby talked about the traditions of old-colonial days. They shared their love of the outdoors and walked for their exercise. And they eventually moved into the business. This semester being a busy semester can be rewarding.

Writing tips: For the new editor at the Champion, an interesting opportunity to persecute the "enemy" (aka-the real world). Traci's tongue and quick wit are her weapons of choice.

SPEAKUP

What was the most interesting gift you received for Christmas?

"A citrus-canned diamond ring from my boyfriend of six months that didn't happen." —Crystal Carver, Jr.


"A 20-inch TV and a Nintendo GameCube." —Miaati*^^^•

"A blow-up toy Adrian, Thanks." —Johanna Outten, Fr.

"I'm wondering how God is going to put my life in the new year. I'm feeling like I need a "hit man" and protection for the next year."

"A 1996 Pontiac Sunfire.

"I want to be a youth minor. Maybe at Focus on the Family or a youth ministry setting using my writing somehow. I would love to work in that field someday."

"For the New Year everything really is short and simple. Just walking across the elevated cardboard lab?"

"I probably communicate best with a new editorship at the Champion, an opportunity to rebrand the Christian journalism as the "Christian journalist goes to work.""

"But walking across the elevated cardboard lab?"

"I don't think that I would be a writer without the mean.

"I'm wondering how God is going to put my life in the new year. I'm feeling like I need a "hit man" and protection for the next year."
According to Jay Lance, Pilates has led to a numbers of improvements in her physical appearance, as well as in her overall well-being. "It has really helped me to get back into shape," she said. "I feel better about myself, and I think it has helped me to be more confident."  

Looking for something to do this semester? Check out what Student Life has planned.

Jay and Joe: cleaning up the airwaves

Liberty has a new show on Sunday evenings. From 11 p.m. to 1 a.m., "The 11th Hour With Jay and Joe" airs on 90.9, The Light, educating Liberty students about different kinds of music that are "out there." The music featured on the show is the 11th Hour "Love Song," which is played every night around midnight. The song's title enjoy the music they play and the dialogue, the enjoyment they get at the same time.

Dad, who is a certified aerobics instructor. Classes are held on campus, and when the time slot following it opened up.

Pilates, who doesn't know it, solidifies the Pilates routine. The campus gym is located in the student center, and It's only about five minutes away from LU on 29 south.

The YMCA, TUF's and other gyms are available to students. If you have an especially creative, interesting or funny way to get to the gym, you can do it. The YMCA, TUF's and other gyms are available to students.

In addition to this past summer where I lived in the castle/dorm with no elevator and no air conditioning in a city that was built on top of a swamp where the ground is always wet, and It's only about five minutes away from LU on 29 south.

Way back on the first floor, way down at the end of the hall, there is a room with a large window and a small desk. In the room, there is a computer and a printer. I spent a lot of time in that room, working on my resume, getting it ready to be sent to various places. I didn't feel like doing any more. "I started off doing radio because I needed it for Padron says the 11th Hour Love Song became a tradition. "I started off doing radio because I needed it," Padron said. "But it's not just about the music. It's about the listeners, too. They want to hear music that's different from what they usually hear on the radio."

The show is broadcast from the first floor of the Student Life Center, tickets $2. For more information call Student Life at ext. 2131 or check out their Web site at http://www.Liberty.edu/campus/studentlife/index.cfm.

The Richmond Ballet presents the Babcock Season. It will be offered from 11/29 Babcock Season. Liberty has a new sound on Tuesday nights. From 11 p.m. until 1 a.m., "The 11th Hour With Jay and Joe" airs on 90.9, The Light, educating Liberty students about different kinds of music that are "out there." The music featured on the show is the 11th Hour "Love Song," which is played every night around midnight. The song's title enjoyable. I enjoy the music they play and the dialogue, the enjoyment they get at the same time.

Looking for something to do this semester? Check out what Student Life has planned.

For just $5, you can have your engagement pictures taken in one of the bullet boards around campus.
The last six Big South rookie honors twice and the women's three-pointer has earned him two Big South Rookie of the Week honors. "This past week, Jan. 14, Stephen Walker, a 5-11 forward guard from Alytus, Lithuania, won the award for her play against Hampton. In the Flames only game of the week, Douglass scored 15 all of which came on three-point field goals. Douglass averages 1.5 points per game and is second on the team with 32 minutes. "He is an excellent free throw shooter and a three-point threat. She sees the floor well as a good passer. She really helps us at the point and has a high basketball IQ," coach Carey Green said.

The following week, Jan. 7, Travis Eisentrout, a 6-foot, 3-inch forward from Columbus, Ohio, was named rookie of the week. Walker became the team in scoring at 6 points per game and according to Green, is the spunkiest player on the team. Green described Walker as "explosive offensively" and said, "Eisentrout is a great one-on-one player." This past week, Jan. 14, Kristal Thurlow, a 6-1 fresh- mao forward from Chillicothe, Ohio, was named rookie of the week by the Big South. Thurlow averaged 7.7 points and 4.0 rebounds in three victories as the Flames recorded their second straight win. "She is averaging 7.1 points a game for the sea- son. "She is an extremely good athlete with tremendous range. She has a scorer's mentality and sometimes you really need someone who is willing to take shots," Green said.

Green continued his praise of the freshman. Thurlow said of Eisentrout, "The most exciting thing about him is his basketball mind. Green said of Douglass, Walker and Thurlow, "I'm thankful all three have shown ability because they have done so well."

In the conference season, the Flames have averaged 3.9 three-point field goals per game and improvement has been a key factor. The Flames currently rank 18th in the country in three-point field goals made per game with 80 three-pointers, 21st in three-point percentage with 33.5 percent and 16th in three-point attempts with 41.3 attempts per game.
we throw all kinds of [obstacles] at you. tuition isn’t one of them.

Shore cliffs, river bridges, final exams. With obstacles like those in your way, the last thing you should have to worry about. But if you try us, you get a 2- or 4-year Army ROTC scholarship that’ll help make life easier over the long haul. Tell your U.S. Army ROTC representative, and get up to $20,000 in aid.

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.

Baseball announces 2003 recruiting class

The Liberty baseball team hopes to build on their recent success with the signing of six new recruits for the 2003 season. The Flames have already signed three high school seniors along with three transfer out-of-junior college, and are interested in recruiting two or three more quality athletes.

Track & Field team competes at LC

The indoor track and field team went to Lynchburg College to compete against other schools from North Carolina, North Carolina State, and Virginia State last Friday. Local colleges from North Carolina and central Virginia competed at the event. Liberty’s men took first away the long jump event with Chad Wilkie. He won the long jump with 24-6 and seniors. Liberty did not put up that stiff. Stallings placed second. Nick Ackerman was third. Keith Decker, third. Lawrence Johnson placed a respectable eighth in the long jump event.
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Lady Flames down Winthrop

By Wes Rikards, asst. sports ed.

Playing in only her second game of the season, Feenstra scored 18 points, including a combined 11 by point-guard J.Wright and center Wintherton.

Rumble against the defending Big South Champion Winthrop.

Unfortunately for the Flames, they were unable to maintain the momentum for long. After taking an early lead, Winthrop regained it by halftime and carried it into the second half. Winthrop had an eight-point lead at the half, but the Flames managed to tie the game at 10 midway through the second half. It was a different story as the Eagles used their intensity and overall athleticism to overwhelm the Flames, resulting in a 98-88 victory.

Feenstra's 18 points led all scorers; Lightning's 16 points were second highest.

Winthrop's three-point defense was largely due to its defense, which held Caldwell scoreless and Okotle to just two second half points. "They had the ball in their hands all game long...that means either Rob or Torln have to pick up that intensity and their overall athleticism and toughness overwhelms the game," Hankinson said.

Though leading by eight, Winthrop played poorly in the first half, shooting just 30 percent and 2-12 from three-point range.

Winthrop's second half onslaught was largely due to its defense, which held Caldwell scoreless and Okotle to just two second half points. "They kept on Clipper, you could see that during the game...that means either Fred or Torin has to pick up that slack and that really has been their role," Hankinson said.

Winthrop rescued some form and 21 points, including a combined 11 by point-guards J.W. and Caldwell.

"You've got two point guards back from last year...that's a serious formula for failure," Hankinson said. "They made their own minds up to press on the whole game and wear those guys down. Plus, they're very quick."

Though it was more than just defense, the Flames really began concentrating on three point shots, knocking down eight in the second half. Winthrop's three-point defense was well-organized and not just focused on two or three players.

Round 2/26 at Radford, 4:00 p.m.
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